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Preface
This Special Issue of Discrete Mathematics contains selected papers from the workshop Cycles and Colourings (C&C)
that took place from the 9th to the 14th of September 2001, in Star)a Lesn)a, a recreation centre in the High Tatras,
the most popular Slovak mountains. It was a small jubilee for us since it was our tenth time organising this traditional
workshop.
The series of C&C workshops is a result of a joint e.ort of combinatorial groups from Ko0sice (Slovakia) and Ilme-
nau (Germany). When we started with the 5rst workshop, we certainly could not imagine that its continuation would
be so successful, as is witnessed by the following list of prominent participants of at least one of the 5rst ten work-
shops (in alphabetical order): Mieczys law Borowiecki, Reinhard Diestel, Hikoe Enomoto, Paul Erdo˝s, Miroslav Fiedler,
Heiko Harborth, Pavol Hell, Bill Jackson, Linda Lesniak, L)aszl)o Lov)asz, Bojan Mohar, Jaroslav Ne0set0ril, Andr)as Recski,
Neil Robertson, Alexander Rosa, Moshe Rosenfeld, Horst Sachs, Zdzis law Skupie)n, Vera T. S)os, Robin Thomas, Zsolt Tuza,
Heinz-JDurgen Voss.
Because of a round anniversary we prepared some souvenirs, e.g., a prize for the most frequent participant. For sure the
top surprise was that for the winner of a prize for the slowest referee... . To commemorate the jubilee we also repeated
a trip around the “cyclic river” Horn)ad in Slovak Paradise from the 5rst workshop.
A good echo of C&C workshops among participants encourages us to maintain the tradition (for more details see C&C
home page situated at http:==umv.science.upjs.sk=c&c=).
Mirko Hor0n)ak
Stanislav Jendrol’
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